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Abstract

Wireless redundant networks are expected to play a fundamental role to back-

haul dense LTE networks. In these scenarios, backpressure-based routing strate-

gies such as BP-MR can exploit the network redundancy. In this paper, we

perform an exhaustive performance evaluation of different TCP variants over

an LTE access network, backhauled by various routing protocols (including per-

packet and per-flow BP-MR variants and a static alternative, OLSR) over two

different wireless topologies: a regular mesh and an irregular ring-tree topology.

We compare the performance of different TCP congestion control algorithms

based on loss (NewReno, Cubic, Highspeed, Westwood, Hybla, and Scalable)

and delay (Vegas) under different workloads. Our extensive analysis with ns-

3 on throughput, fairness, scalability and latency reveals that the underlying

backhaul routing scheme seems irrelevant for delay-based TCPs, whereas per-

flow variant offers the best performance irrespective of any loss-based TCP
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congestion control, the most used in the current Internet. We show that BP-

MR per-flow highly reduces the download finish time, if compared with OLSR

and BP-MR per-packet, despite showing higher round-trip-time.

Keywords: TCP, Backpressure, ns-3, Routing, LTE

1. Introduction

Wireless mesh backhauls are expected to play a fundamental role in pro-

viding transport resources closer to the edge and the capillarity required by

next generation mobile networks. In particular, for accommodating the rising

demand for wireless connectivity, future Long Term Evolution (LTE) dense de-5

ployments formed by Small Cells (SC) are expected to be deployed, because

reducing cell size to increase frequency re-use is the most simple and effective

way to increase raw capacity [1]. Therefore, due to fiber unavailability in all

the deployment scenarios, backhauling these dense LTE deployments can be ad-

dressed with wireless (e.g., mmWave) transport nodes associated to SCs. Each10

of the wireless transport nodes will have multiple backhaul interfaces, with the

possibility to create a backhaul network through a redundant wireless mesh.

In this way, LTE user and control plane traffic will be appropriately carried

from/towards the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), with major benefits regarding

cost, ease of deployment, coverage, and capacity.15

The path redundancy of these potentially large wireless mesh networks should

be exploited by the backhaul routing protocol since it determines the way data is

transported to/from the UEs. In literature, we have congestion-agnostic strate-

gies such as Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS, RFC 5921) and Optimized

Link State Routing (OLSR, RFC 3626). There are also congestion-aware strate-20

gies, such as backpressure-based ones [2], which can exploit network redundancy

because they dynamically map the trajectory followed by each packet to the less

utilized path. However, these decisions may potentially make the path followed

by consecutive packets of the same flow disjoint.

Today, one of the most appropriate protocols to transport traffic is TCP,25
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thanks also to the increasing popularity of on-line streaming services (e.g.,

YouTube, Netflix, and Spotify). Many TCP variants have been proposed over

the years, with the declared objective of fixing inefficiencies of the standard

version over peculiar environments (e.g., high bandwidth-delay product, differ-

ent access channels, ...). While TCP performance over Radio Access Network30

(RAN) such as LTE, has been analyzed in the past, a fundamental question is

whether backhaul routing protocols can also appropriately serve TCP traffic,

and moreover if they penalize or reward different TCP congestion control algo-

rithms in the mentioned wireless mesh backhaul deployments. The challenge for

backhaul routing protocols is clearly to exploit the network redundancy without35

affecting the TCP performance.

The contribution of this paper is threefold: (1) to investigate the advantages

and limitations of different backhaul routing strategies under a wireless mesh

backhauls carrying LTE traffic; (2) to analyze the particular response of different

TCP congestion control algorithms over these backhaul routing protocols; and40

(3) to infer the proper combination of TCP congestion control and underlying

backhaul routing protocol within the aforementioned context.

Regarding backhaul routing protocols we compare well-known single-path

OLSR, which in the absence of node mobility and failures is equivalent to MPLS

for the purpose of the paper, with routing variants based on backpressure routing45

concept. In this sense, our starting point is Backpressure Multi-Radio (BP-

MR) [3], which operates on a per-packet basis. To reduce the reordering at

destination, we also employ a per-flow variant of BP-MR, proposed in [4] but

tested only in an emergency scenario with a backhaul satellite link. We evaluate

the response of these three backhaul routing variants using TCP Cubic between50

the end-points of the communication.

Afterwards, the paper broadens the analysis of the mentioned backhaul rout-

ing strategies considering the impact of installing different loss- and delay-based

TCP congestion control algorithms (i.e. New Reno, Highspeed, Westwood, Hy-

bla, Vegas, and Scalable) in the UEs and the remote server. Last but not least,55

we analyze in detail the different response of delay- and loss-based TCP con-
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gestion control algorithms over the different routing strategies in the presence

of an increasing UDP backhaul workload.

The conducted experiments with ns-31 on two different topologies analyz-

ing throughput, fairness, scalability, and latency allow concluding that delay-60

based TCP variants, such as Vegas, are unable to stress the backhaul resources

achieving similar performance over the three analyzed routing strategies, but

they are outperformed by loss-based TCP variants, such as Cubic. However,

these loss-based congestion control algorithms pose difficulties to routing pro-

tocols due to their aggressiveness in sending data. The use of different routing65

algorithms is then reflected by differences in TCP performance, irrespective of

the TCP congestion control algorithm used. Specifically, using OLSR as the

reference protocol, BP-MR per-packet exhibits lower fairness among flows and

lower throughput due to required packet reordering at the destination. On the

other hand, BP-MR per-flow offers the best TCP performance by reducing the70

download finish time despite its higher round-trip-time. The performance im-

provement is due to fewer losses and reordering events experienced while showing

capabilities to circumvent congestion on a per-flow basis.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains

the necessary background on BP-MR (both per-packet and per-flow) and TCP75

protocol. Section 3 describes the methodology and the results gathered over a

regular mesh backhaul topology. In Section 4 we present the results collected

on an irregular topology, taken from a real eNodeB deployment in the city of

Modena, Italy. Section 5 covers related work, and finally, Section 6 concludes

the paper.80

1https://www.nsnam.org
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2. BP-MR and TCP Background

2.1. BP-MR (per-packet and per-flow)

Basically, if we define as backlog the queue size at nodes, the main idea of

backpressure is to give priority to links and paths that have higher differential

backlog between neighboring nodes, i.e. routing traffic by minimizing the sum85

of the queue backlogs in the network among time slots. The original BP-MR

per-packet variant, proposed in [3], takes (for each packet) decentralized routing

decisions in a two-stage process: firstly, it classifies the packets accordingly to

their destination, and then employs queue informations (gathered from neigh-

bors) to compute the best possible next-hop.90

However, this per-packet strategy leads to a high degree of packet reorder-

ing at the destination node, as demonstrated in [4]. To overcome the packet

reordering problem without losing intrinsic characteristic of BP-MR and the

capability of circumventing congested paths, in that paper we applied the con-

cept of per-flow path selection strategy (used in many fields, such as in Data95

Center Networks [5]) and proposed a new per-flow variant, testing it in an emer-

gency scenario. The per-flow variant computes the best next hop for the first

packet of a flow, and then remember the decision in a forwarding table. In this

way, a new flow has the flexibility to route dynamically to any of the available

paths, and so is able to circumvent congested routes, without causing packet100

reordering at the destination.

2.1.1. BP-MR per-burst

Note that in this paper we evaluate BP-MR per-flow and BP-MR per-packet

considering (i) short-lived flows and (ii) null network dynamics during the du-

ration of such short-lived flows. However, in the case of long-lived flows and/or105

high dynamics the path selection granularity detailed by BP-MR per-flow can

be inefficient. A solution could be to increase the frequency of weight com-

putations for long-lived traffic flows. In this way, the path could potentially

change for long-lived flows on a per-burst basis. An open question here is how
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to define the weight computation frequency. The weight computation frequency110

could operate pro-actively by periodically recomputing the weights within the

lifetime of a long-lived flow, reactively based on abrupt changes in congestion

conditions or using some combination of the previous ones (hybrid). Such an

evaluation is, however, out of the scope of this paper.

2.2. TCP and Congestion Control Algorithms115

Since TCP is a connection-oriented protocol, it tries to setup a connection

with the other peer before any data exchange, and at the end of the transmission,

it peacefully closes it. The objective is to deliver an ordered stream of bytes

between two end points. That flow is bi-directional (data can be exchanged

both ways), and is governed by a state machine outlined in RFC 793.120

Since the data stream must be delivered in order to the application, with-

out holes, if some segments are lost they must be retransmitted. End hosts

exchange control packets (that can be piggy-backed with application data) be-

tween themselves, to regulate the data flow: the main is the acknowledgment

(ACK), which acknowledge one (or more) successful receipt(s). There are differ-125

ent strategies to sense a packet loss, through timer expiration (Retransmission

TimeOut, RTO) or by inferring such loss by receiving multiple duplicated ACK

segments (Fast Retransmission).

At this point, to characterize the network data load in the presence of TCP

flows, it is worth to note that the amount of data injected into the network is130

not following a constant-rate pattern, but is instead defined by an internal state

variable referred to as congestion window (cWnd) that changes over time. It is

decreased after each congestion event, and it is increased, depending on the con-

nection history, by either slow start or congestion avoidance phases. The slow

start phase is commonly used unaltered by all TCP implementations (please135

note that, contrarily to its name, the cWnd growth in this phase is exponential

but depends on the connection RTT). Congestion avoidance algorithm enters

the game when the cWnd exceeds the slow start threshold; historically, the

Reno and Tahoe algorithms were the first deployed. Right now, the algorithm
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on the Standard Track (RFC 5681 and RFC 6582) is New Reno (loss-based), but140

many variants have been proposed to overcome general and environment-specific

problems and performance issues, and some of them even define the cWnd reduc-

tion strategy after a congestion event. The TCP congestion avoidance variants

can be divided following the main parameter that signal congestion: loss-based

variants use the packet loss information (guessed through duplicated ACK or145

timeout) as the primary congestion signal, while delay-based variants use the

queuing delay as the primary congestion signal, increasing window size if delay

is small and decreasing it if delay is large.

For sake of completeness, we report in the following the main characteristics

of the loss-based congestion control algorithms used in this paper:150

• New Reno is the evolution of Reno algorithm, where the window growth

depends on the RTT;

• Cubic is an algorithm for high-speed network environment. The window

growth function is governed by a cubic function in terms of the elapsed

time since the last loss event, and thus is independent from the RTT;155

• HighSpeed is designed for TCP connections with large congestion win-

dows, and its algorithm kicks in when the cWnd increases beyond a pre-

defined threshold, allowing faster growths and accelerating the recovery

from losses;

• Westwood is based on New Reno but uses the AIAD (Additive Increase/Adap-160

tive Decrease) approach: when a congestion episode happens, instead of

halving the cWnd, it tries to estimate the network bandwidth and use the

estimated value to adjust the cWnd;

• Hybla is born for satellite connections, and the key idea is to obtain, for

these connections, the same instantaneous transmission rate of a low-RTT165

reference connection;

• Scalable improves the bandwidth utilization by employing a more aggres-

sive adjustment algorithm, with respect to New Reno.
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For the delay-based family, we employed Vegas, a pure delay-based conges-

tion control algorithm. It implements a proactive scheme which tries to prevent170

packet drops by maintaining a small backlog at the bottleneck queue.

3. Analyzing regular backhaul topologies

3.1. Methodology

We modeled a 10 MB file transfer from a remote server outside the Mobile

Network to the UEs, which represents the download of a data chunk from a175

remote streaming service. In all the simulations, there is always one transfer

per UE attached to the Mobile Network. Therefore the number of TCP file

transfers is equivalent to the number of UEs. To complete the picture, the UEs

are uniformly distributed over the eNodeBs.

We conducted experiments for different TCP variants; we compared loss-180

based flavors TCP Cubic, NewReno, HighSpeed, Westwood, and Hybla, with

Vegas, a TCP flavor based on delay to calculate congestion window. Further-

more, for each TCP flavor, we compared the performance of different underlying

backhaul routing protocols: single-path based on OLSR, and backpressure per-

packet and per-flow based on BP-MR. All the simulations are conducted with185

ns-3 using latest version of LTE model2, BP-MR routing protocol implemented

in [3], and the different TCP variants presented in [6].

We measure two parameters to quantify the performance of the TCP connec-

tions: the download finish time and the average RTT. The download finish time

quantifies the average throughput of the end-to-end connection (i.e., from the190

remote server to the UEs). The RTT abstracts network latency and is defined

as the time taken by a TCP segment to reach the UE plus the time taken by

the server to receive the correspondent ACK from the UE. This parameter is

gathered from the TCP data sender each time it receives a non-duplicated ACK

segment: therefore, retransmitted or out-of-order data packets are not taken into195

2http://networks.cttc.es/mobile-networks/software-tools/lena/
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Figure 1: Full mesh topology (UE number can vary).

account in the RTT measurement. Thus, the RTT should be weighted with the

download finish time to properly characterize the performance experienced by

TCP in combination with each of the routing protocols under evaluation. The

combinations of download finish time and RTT will give insights on throughput,

fairness, and latency.200

The reported values of download time and RTT are represented in candle-

sticks, where the boxes stretch from the 20th to the 80th percentiles, and the

whiskers represent the maximum and minimum values, with the average value

represented by a black horizontal line. In the following, we analyze the routing

protocol impact, the TCP congestion control impact, and finally the different205

response of the routing protocols to loss-based and delay-based TCP.

Our reference scenario depicted in Figure 1 is a dense SC network deploy-

ment covering 2Km
2 with an inter-SC distance of two hundred meters. Note

that every SC is composed of an LTE eNodeB and a wireless transport node. In

particular, twenty-five LTE eNodeBs are deployed with peak downlink through-210

put of 350 Mb/s that corresponds to an areal capacity of 8.8Gbps

Km2 [7]. The

wireless transport node endows several 500 Mb/s point-to-point (PTP) inter-

faces that form wireless links of 4 ms of propagation delay and are connected

among them to form a plain grid, as illustrated in Figure 1. The mesh is in turn

connected to the LTE Evolved Packet Core (EPC) through three PTP wired215

links, with 1 Gb/s of available bandwidth and 0.5 ms of propagation delay. The
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Figure 2: RTT and file download time using TCP Cubic, while increasing the number of

LTE UEs downloading a 10 MB file.

EPC is connected to the Internet through another PTP wired link (character-

ized by a bandwidth of 10 Gb/s and a propagation delay of 5 ms); the queue

sizes of the backhaul network are set to the 100 % of each link bandwidth-delay

product, making an effort to reduce default buffer size, as suggested in [8]. Re-220

garding the Radio Access Network (RAN), we used European frequencies and

a Okumura-Hata propagation model [9]: the LTE connection between UE and

the eNodeB is modeled inside an urban environment of a medium city.

3.2. Backhaul Routing Protocol Impact

Here we analyze the backhaul routing protocols response when using TCP225

Cubic (the default congestion control algorithm of Linux, and hence of Android-

based devices and the majority of servers on the Internet) as default transport

protocol for the transfers. Briefly, we remind that OLSR always chooses the

shortest path in terms of hops, BP-MR per-packet evaluates for each packet

the best trade-off between proximity and congestion, while BP-MR per-flow230

performs the same proximity-congestion evaluation but for each flow.

Throughput. Figure 2 shows the TCP download time performance over

four different cases, namely with 25, 50, 75, and 100 UEs concurrently down-

loading a remote file. Results reveal that by using BP-MR per-flow the flows

experience the smallest file download times. Moreover, BP-MR per-packet ex-235

periences a significant throughput degradation because it has the higher times
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of the entire set of protocols, whereas OLSR is between the two. The bigger

size of the boxplots in per-packet indicates a frequent use of unconstrained path

diversity, causing excessive reordering at UEs. The number of potential trajec-

tories that a packet can take with BP-MR per-packet is unconstrained since (i)240

independent decisions are taken in every hop and (ii) routing decisions are inde-

pendent for consecutive segments in each hop. Maximum values obtained with

per-flow are around the average obtained with BP-MR per-packet indicating a

frequent use of redundant paths in BP-MR per-packet.

Fairness. By looking at the size of the download time boxplots in Figure 2245

we can reveal the degree of fairness between concurrent TCP flows (more tight

they are, more fair are the flows). BP-MR per-packet exhibits a high degree

of variability, indicating a poor fairness between parallel TCP file transfers.

In this case, fairness is sacrificed in an attempt to make the most out of the

network resources blindly by taking routing decisions on a per-packet basis250

without caring about segment ordering at the destination. OLSR also exhibits

a lower fairness degree compared to BP-MR per-flow that increases with the

number of concurrent file transfers, given its trend to prioritize file downloads

launched by UEs closer in terms of hops to the EPC.

Response to an increasing load. Increasing the number of concurrent255

downloads, we can see that the download time increases for all the variants. The

degree of such increase, however, is different. Moreover we can see for OLSR a

decreased fairness, with the candlesticks that dramatically widen from 25 to 100

UE. For what regards BP-MR per-packet, that degree of wideness is reduced,

while with BP-MR per-flow practically we have the same performance between260

75 and 100 UE, but the fairness decreases from the 25 and 50 UE cases.

Latency. Looking to the RTT values of Figure 2, we can see that BP-MR

per-flow experiences the highest RTT values. This can be explained by the fact

that these flows have a lower probability to experience RTOs and reordering,

and then more samples can be collected (as we described in the Methodology265

subsection). For OLSR and BP-MR per-packet we have lower RTT values, with

OLSR performing slightly better, but higher finish time, as we said before. With
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Figure 3: File download time and RTT for different TCP, with 100 UEs performing a 10 MB

download

more time to conduct a file transfer, both routing protocols are more likely to

exhibit lower RTT samples, thanks to the slow probing phase that follows a

congestion event, since these packets will encounter less congestion along the270

way.

Insights.OLSR suffers when increasing the load, and generally has no de-

fense against congestion but the fixed path selection gives in-order delivery and

practically constant delays. On the other hand, BP-MR per-packet dynamically

avoid congestion, but leads to a high degree of reordering, worsening the TCP275

performance with respect to OLSR. The best results are obtained with BP-MR

per-flow, that blends the best from the other two strategies: fixed paths and

congestion avoidance. In the following, we investigate if these insights are also

valid when employing different TCP congestion control algorithms.

3.3. TCP Congestion Control Impact280

To analyze the impact of TCP congestion control algorithm over the overall

performance obtained through the routing protocol strategies, we will refer to

Figure 3, which contains results achieved with 100 user devices connected.

Throughput. The smallest average finish time, considering all the routing

protocols, is achieved with Scalable, followed by Highspeed and Hybla variants.285

Contrarily to what we could have expected giving its predominance on the

Internet, Cubic is not performing well: in this particular case, the average value
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indicates that its performance is comparable with the New Reno variant, and

moreover Cubic presents the highest download time for one, unlucky, flow. In

average, however, the worst throughput performance is achieved by Vegas.290

Fairness. Analyzing the wideness of the boxes, the most fair TCP con-

gestion control algorithm is Scalable, that presents very tight boxes for all the

routing protocols. Other algorithms seem to suffer more, with Westwood that

presents the worst fairness indicator. In general, the fairness is increased through

the use of the BP-MR per-flow routing protocol.295

Latency. TCP Vegas is clearly offering a practically constant RTT, regard-

less of the routing protocol. This value is also the smallest registered, due also

to the low throughput, emphasizing the delay-based mechanism of Vegas: in

the next subsection we will analyze in depth the Vegas behavior. On the other

hand, Scalable and Highspeed present the higher average values, near the 100300

ms mark. We would like to remark the fact that this value indicates the time

that, in average, is required from the moment that a segment leaves the TCP

buffer to the time that its ACK is received by the sender node.

Congestion control characteristics. In the following, we briefly recap

the most important result for each congestion algorithm:305

NewReno does not suffer the competition with other loss-based variants, in this

scenario. For instance, the average RTT and finish time average values

are slightly better than Cubic for all the routing protocols;

Cubic puts a lot of stress on the routing protocol, and in fact, its average RTT

value is higher than Westwood, Hybla, NewReno, and Vegas. Neither in310

the finish time it presents better results, performing worse than New Reno

with all the routing protocols;

Highspeed presents slower finish time than other versions (except for Scalable),

but presents a really different performance giving different routing proto-

cols, achieving the best finish time with per-flow ;315

Westwood thanks to its bandwidth estimation approach is able to maintain
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lower RTT, but this reflects on the worsening of the performance related

to the finish time;

Hybla obtains similar performance as Highspeed, giving that the low RTT of

the network is not permitting to exploit its characteristics;320

Vegas is more conservative throughput-wise, but achieves the best results in

terms of RTT. This conservativeness implies smaller congestion window;

Scalable does not show a clear improvement in terms of RTT from NewReno,

but it shows tight boxes for the finish time, and so demonstrating itself as

the fairest.325

Routing protocol trend remarks. We can observe that the trend out-

lined in the previous subsection for the different routing variants is also valid

for other loss-based congestion control algorithms than Cubic. Regardless of

the employed TCP: OLSR provides constant delays but is not fair (wide boxes)

and not optimal throughput-wise; per-packet has really high finish times, and330

it is highly unfair between different parallel TCP file transfers, while per-flow

exhibits lower file finish times at the expenses of an increased RTT. From this

information, merged with the results presented in this subsection for different

TCPs, we can conclude that for loss-based TCP BP-MR per-flow significantly

improves the TCP performance, more than the particular TCP variant under335

evaluation. A different conclusion should be drawn for Vegas, which is delay-

based. The performance for RTT and throughput are practically the same,

regardless of the routing protocols.

Insights. Overall, loss-based TCP variants finish their download earlier

than delay-based TCP variants (Vegas), or variants that use a bandwidth esti-340

mation (such as Westwood). This higher amount of bytes in-flight reflects on

the RTT, which is generally higher in more aggressive variants, regardless of

the routing protocol. The broad literature on the subject supports the obtained

result. By contrast with wired networks in redundant topologies the routing

protocol matters, as we have seen. This suggests that TCP protocols evalua-345
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tion should always be done by keeping in mind the underlying routing protocol.

At this point, it is interesting to analyze in detail the Vegas and the Highspeed

variants, representative of delay-based and loss-based categories, respectively, to

see the differences in the congestion window evolution and if (and how) different

routing strategies are influencing their internal mechanism.350

3.4. Delay-based versus loss-based TCP variants

As stated before, to better understand the differences between delay-based

and loss-based TCP variants on the different routing strategies, we choose one

representative congestion window evolution for two TCP variants: Vegas (delay-

based) in Figure 4 and HighSpeed (loss-based) in Figure 5.355

TCP Vegas, delay-based. For what regards Vegas, its delay-based mech-

anism for increasing the congestion window maintains the cWnd value under the

100 KB threshold except for OLSR (that approaches the 200 KB threshold), and

its growth is very slow (please note that the y-axis is logarithmic). This does not

create congestion, and the different routing algorithms are not stressed; hence,360
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the TCP behavior on top of them is practically the same. Unfortunately, the

slow growth and the limited values are reflected also in the download time (and

so in the throughput), which is higher than the other variants. An interesting

property to analyze is if the routing protocol influences the delay-based mecha-

nism at the root of Vegas. Indeed, Vegas depends on the measured RTT value,365

and so theoretically a per-packet strategy (in which each packet has potentially

a very different RTT) should penalize the algorithm itself. However, without

any other congestion source, the slow growth of Vegas does not introduce any

congestion, even with 100 devices, and the per-packet RTT is quite similar to

the values achieved with other strategies. For sure, if the RTT values start to be370

very different (e.g. already present congestion) all the mechanisms based on the

RTT will be very penalized. In general, it is widely known that the through-

put of delay-based methods is worse than the throughput of more aggressive

variants, but adding multi-path routing protocols on the backhaul network is

worsening the situation, penalizing them more than loss-based strategies.375
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Highspeed, loss-based. On the other hand, loss-based HighSpeed variant

produces some stress on the routing protocols, and each one is responding differ-

ently, producing different shapes of the congestion window. Congestion events

with OLSR are due to packet losses, clearly visible from the drastic decrease

of the window that is happening near the same y-value. In fact, each hop is380

using a drop-tail queue that, after being filled by the amount of in-flight data,

produces losses, actually limiting the sender. BP-MR per-packet experiences

the lowest congestion window absolute value, and it drops randomly during the

simulation. This is due to high degree of reordering introduced by the strategy

itself. The reordering is happening for the aggressiveness of the TCP variant,385

seen by the backpressure strategy as congestion. As a consequence, we can see

that the transmission needs longer time with respect to OLSR to complete. Fi-

nally, with BP-MR per-flow variant, the reordering is not happening anymore,

but still, the flow can avoid congested paths; the congestion window can grow

to a more appropriate value, before being limited by the losses due to a buffer390

overflow, in the same way as OLSR. Overall, this allows BP-MR per-flow to

reduce the transmission time with respect to both OLSR (thanks to the conges-

tion avoidance strategy of the routing protocol itself) and BP-MR per-packet

(thanks to avoiding reordering at the destination, by keeping the flow path

fixed).395

3.5. Workload Impact

At this point, it is interesting to know if the behavior of the delay-based

or loss-based variants remains the same when increasing the workload on the

mesh. To do so, we modeled existing LTE traffic as a constant-rate UDP traffic,

composed by different flows directed among random SC source-destination pairs.400

In the following, we will refer to the aggregated UDP traffic in the entire mesh

network, instead of characterizing throughput performance of every single UDP

flow. We will not consider latency of these flows because an in-depth analysis

of UDP traffic within the BP-MR framework was already conducted in [3].

TCP Throughput. In Figure 6 it is reported the download finish time405
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Figure 6: Time required to perform a 10 MB download from a remote node using TCP

Vegas under different backhaul workload conditions
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Figure 7: Time required to perform a 10 MB download from a remote node using TCP

Highspeed under different backhaul workload conditions
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statistics (over a 10 MB file) of 100 UEs employing TCP Vegas, increasing the

aggregated UDP traffic from 60 Mb/s to 1200 Mb/s. The TCP performance

on top of OLSR and BP-MR per-flow are practically the same, with some

small differences between the two on the higher whisker. BP-MR per-packet

is generally performing worst, with wide boxes and generally an higher average410

values. By comparing the 1200 Mb/s case with the result for Vegas reported in

Figure 3, we can state that the general trend is the same, or in other words the

increased load on the backhaul is not reflected in the behavior of Vegas on top

of the analyzed routing strategies.

Even for loss-based TCP, the situation does not change. From Figure 7,415

where we plot the download finish time statistics employing TCP Highspeed,

the trend does not change while increasing the backhaul load. However, a small

difference between this result and the previous with Vegas is that, even if very

slowly, the average download time increases with the increase of the load. This

is better visible by looking at the higher whisker of each case, that represent the420

worst download time: for OLSR and BP-MR per-flow it increases with the load,

except for some situations in which the randomness of the simulation is coming

into play (even if simulations are repeatable, changing the backhaul load implies

different moments on which drops occur, changing the outcome by a small delta,

but without changing the overall picture). On the other hand, we have practi-425

cally a constant trend for BP-MR per-packet, where the reordering problem has

a bigger impact on the performance rather than queue drops. By comparing the

1200 Mb/s case with the results obtained for Highspeed in Figure 3, is clearly

visible how the routing protocol affects the performance of the TCP flows in the

same way, regardless of the backhaul load, like in the delay-based case.430

UDP Throughput. For both Figures 6 and 7, we plot on the right side

the average UDP throughput. The value is reported as a percentage of the

measured traffic at the endpoints over the injected traffic. The routing protocols

can deliver more than the 95% of the traffic (with per-flow and per-packet up

to 100%). The reason of the lower result of OLSR is in the time it requires435

to populate the routing tables of each backhauling node, and so zeroing the
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Figure 8: Modena real topology.

throughput for the very first seconds of the simulation. The result is derived

from the high competition that is going on between the TCP and UDP flows.

The 100 TCP flows are increasing their congestion window slowly, and since

UDP constant rate is unresponsive (i.e. it does not reduce the traffic after440

congestion event) it is not overall penalized by the routing strategies, even after

the saturation point (in which, without any scheduling, TCP flows will starve).

4. Analyzing irregular backhaul topologies

To conduct experiments in an irregular topology, we used the eNodeB place-

ment locations available through the service of ARPA (Agenzia Regionale Pro-445

tezione Ambiente) Emilia-Romagna 3. We extracted the geographic coordinates

of the eNodeBs in the city center of Modena for a single telco company. The

resulting topology modeled in ns-3 covers a field of 12 Km
2. Regarding back-

3https://www.arpae.it/cem/webcem/modena
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haul links between eNodeBs, we have placed them following the most recent

works in the field [10, 11, 12], given the unavailability of them to the public.450

As a result, we conducted two different set of experiments: the first on top of a

non-redundant tree topology, while the other on a redundant ring-tree topology.

The plain tree is built by connecting closer eNodeBs, with each eNodeB that has

a maximum of 2 connections towards the neighbors. The redundant topology

starts from the plain tree, but then others links are added to reach a maxi-455

mum of 4 towards the neighbors. Both topologies are represented in Figure 8,

in which the plain tree is composed by the eNodeBs connected by continuous

lines, while the redundant is formed by the eNodeBs connected by continuous

and dotted black lines.

UEs are specifically placed to create a congestion situation in the very center460

of the deployment (near the Duomo, in the central Modena piazza). In parti-

cular, we placed 7 UEs for each eNodeB in the center (namely ENB7, ENB8,

ENB14, ENB15, ENB16), and 2 for every other eNodeB. Since the field is cov-

ered by 25 eNodeB, there is a total of 75 UEs. All the rest is unchanged from

the previous simulation set (data chunk size, LTE frequencies and error models,465

backhaul link bitrate and delays).

The reason for simulating these topologies and heterogeneous traffic patterns

is two-fold. First, to validate the aforementioned findings obtained with the

grid mesh topology in a more realistic and irregular backhaul deployments.

Second, to provide a study of fairness performance amongst TCP flows under470

non-homogeneous traffic loads and deployments.

4.1. Throughput and delay analysis

Plain Tree topology. We start our analysis from the plain tree topology.

The objective is to demonstrate that even without using a redundant topology,

the performance improvements previously observed with per-flow still hold. We475

analyzed the RTT and finish time of 75 TCP Cubic flows in the tree topology,

and reported the results in Figure 9 and Figure 10. Combining these results we

can draw a very similar picture with respect to that obtained with the regular
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mesh. Backpressure protocols still have bigger RTT than OLSR, but the time

required to finish a download is considerably lower. An interesting result is480

that not only per-flow have better throughput performance, but also with per-

packet the flows can complete the download earlier than OLSR. The lack of

redundant paths is forcing the protocol to choose the same output interface for

subsequent packets, leading to less reordering with respect to what is happening

in a redundant topology, such as the theoretical mesh. Performance degradation485

of OLSR is because of the time that the protocol needs to build its view of the

network, which inevitably reflects in the download finish time. Therefore, even

in topologies with no (or low) redundancy the per-flow protocol can maintain

good performance.

Redundant Modena topology. The redundant Modena topology is built490

on top of the tree topology and is characterized by the presence of redundant

paths between the eNodeB. The objective of the following is to prove that the

TCP performance improvements of per-flow continue to hold in a redundant and

irregular topology. Figure 11 reports the RTT, whereas Figure 12 shows finish

times of TCP flows. The effect of incrementing redundancy on the tree topology495

is clearly visible on the finish time results and confirms main findings observed

with the regular mesh topology: per-packet is penalized by the abundance of

available paths, while per-flow can exploit the increased redundancy, outper-

forming OLSR. The results for per-flow and OLSR are in line with the previous
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experiment with the plain tree topology, improving the finish time performance500

by a small factor. In fact, OLSR can find shorter paths to the destination,

using in average less time to complete the download but is still limited by the

impossibility to distribute the load to other (less congested) paths.

4.2. Fairness

Given the heterogeneous traffic demands in Modena topology, we evaluate505

the fairness performance amongst TCP flows. To define fairness, one of the

most used metric is Jain’s Fairness Index (JFI), a normalized metric bounded

between 0 and 1, defined as (xi is the average throughput of the flow i, with a

total of n flows):

JI =
(
∑i=1

n xi)
2

n ·

∑i=1

n x2

i

However, this metric is static and does not consider the different starting510

time of flows. Moreover, the Jain’s fairness index is proposed assuming a simple

model of n sources sharing the same bottleneck link, which is good to describe

the static properties of competing flows, but the characteristics of new archi-

tectures (such as redundant ones) and new routing protocols can not be well

captured in all aspects by that model. In the previous section, we have used the515

download finish time as fairness indicator: more close are these values together,

more fair is the behavior of the network towards the users (giving a transmission
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of 10 MB for each user towards the same remote node) because of different flow

start times.

In the following, we provide a picture of the fairness between TCP flows520

through the use of JFI. We have adapted the simulations by using the same

start time for every flow, but maintaining the same destination for each flow,

and using one single bottleneck to reach the destination. We have used the

two topologies based on Modena data, with the same UE distribution as before.

Instead of the average throughput, we have used the average goodput of each525

flow, in order to not consider retransmissions, providing a useful end-to-end

performance indicator. The average goodput in bit/s is calculated by dividing

the fixed amount of data to transmit (10 MB) by the end-to-end finish time of

each flow. We have then used the JFI to calculate the values of fairness: 1 is

the ideal value in which all flows take the same time to complete.530

We can look at the JFI for the plain tree topology in Figure 13. The value is

close to 0.6 for all routing protocols, indicating that without redundancy there

is not much difference between them. The result is also related to the TCP

congestion control used, in this case Cubic. Probably by using a delay-based

variant this value could have been bigger (as the broad literature on the subject535

suggests), but the interesting fact here is that in a plain tree topology, with

no redundancy, the routing protocol does not impact the fairness, as we could

expect from wired networks. In fact, non-redundant topologies are the closest

to the plain wired networks, in which TCP was developed and, over the years,

tested.540

By switching to Figure 14, in which we depict the fairness results obtained

in the redundant topology, we can see a different trend. OLSR is maintaining

roughly the same value (i.e., near 0.6), while the per-packet situation is worse,

decreasing the fairness index to 0.4. On the contrary, with per-flow the situation

is clearly better, with an index of 0.8. By increasing the number of links, the545

JFI between flows has improved. Interestingly, with per-flow and in a scenario

very different from a wired network, TCP is able to reach fairness value close the

perfection. This means that the TCP protocol itself is good enough to couple
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with the new architectures, in which redundancy exists and often exaggerated,

but more investigation should be done considering the couple TCP and routing550

protocols as a block, and not investigating them separately.

5. Related work

This is the first work that extensively analyzes different TCP variants and

different backhaul routing strategies to carry LTE traffic over wireless mesh net-

works. Previous work has been focused on adding multi-path TCP (MPTCP) [13]555

extensions at the transport layer. However, this would require modifications at

the LTE mobile clients and Internet servers. Besides, MPTCP is end-to-end

and can exploit the path diversity only at endpoints. Therefore, it can not help

when such diversity is located and dynamically exploited inside the backhaul

network, which is the primary focus of the analyzed routing algorithms. Many560

works, such as [14], use a wired network with no redundancy as environment for

comparing the different congestion control algorithms. For instance, in many

works the dumbbell topology is used; we aim to provide a comparison in re-

dundant topologies, with the support of specialized routing protocols. For what

regards mobile networks, a congestion control comparison is performed in [15],565

where the authors focus on three different congestion control (Cubic, NewReno,

and Westwood+) and investigate the relation between the algorithms and the

bufferbloat problem in commercial 3G and 4G networks. Interestingly, their
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findings show how 3G and 3.5G networks highly suffer from bufferbloat, and

how aggressive congestion controls (such as Cubic) significantly increase the re-570

sponse time to the users. In our paper, we also include the routing protocol in

the analysis, using redundant topologies. Our objective is to demonstrate that

the TCP congestion control algorithm is not the only component to define the

expected performance, standing out from the previous literature. Moreover, us-

ing routing protocols and TCP congestion controls as variables allowed us to see575

a big performance improvements, due to the backpressure-based root of BP-MR

per-flow, even without using custom layer approach (such as in [16] or [17]).

Wireless Mesh Networks topologies are not new in the academic world.

When the network is dense, especially in client meshing (i.e. nodes collabo-

rate in absence of a backhaul), the routing overhead can be very high. One580

technique to reduce the overload added by the routing management messages

is to selectively enable or disable the routing functionality in nodes, actually

implementing a topology control [18]. On the contrary, we assume that the

topology is fixed in the network design phase, with our objective that is to max-

imize the usage of network resources. Therefore, turning off a routing node is a585

possibility not contemplated in this work.

Congestion algorithms comparison in an ad-hoc network has been performed

in [19], but using only one routing protocol, Dynamic State Routing (DSR). The

results presented in the paper clearly indicate that the DSR achieves maximum

throughput, higher packet delivery ratio and a less average end-to-end delay590

with TCP Vegas, a delay-based congestion control. This is somehow against

the main conviction that delay-based algorithms incur in low delay but also

low throughput: this confirms once more that, in a wireless environment, is

important to measure the performance by evaluating together routing protocols

and congestion control algorithms: different combination provides always dif-595

ferent results. In our case, the use of Vegas does not give the best combined

delay/throughput results with any of our routing protocols.

TCP performance over the LTE RAN has been investigated in both simu-

lated environments and over real data. For the simulated environment, many
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works (such as [20, 21]) simulate the access network with simple point-to-point600

links, with different properties, and so without taking into account the complex

dynamics of the Radio Resource Control (RRC) state machine and the TCP pro-

tocol, thus invalidating the obtained results. Nguyen et al. in [22] investigate

the performance of TCP over the full RAN stack, concluding that increasing the

load in a cell can significantly throttle the bandwidth available to a UE, thus605

increasing the experienced delay, especially when the eNodeB maintains a large

per-UE queue. This can invalidate the estimated RTO value, causing unneces-

sary TCP timeouts even when no packets are lost. Also, they concluded that

radio-link handover could cause significant performance degradation. Similar

conclusions are drawn in [23], where the authors analyze a large-scale real LTE610

data set to study the impact of protocol and application behaviors on the LTE

network performance. For instance, they concluded that some TCP behaviors

(such as not updating the RTT estimation using the duplicate ACKs) could

cause severe performance issues; also, the bandwidth utilization ratio is usually

below 50% for large flows. The work provides valuable insights on the inter-615

action between TCP and LTE. However, the details of the backhaul network

are out of the analysis (e.g. the routing algorithm). We aim to fill this hole

by adding the analysis of different backhaul routing protocols over many TCP

variants assuming a constrained wireless mesh backhaul.

For analysis of TCP traffic over backpressure routing we refer to [24], that620

identify the packet reordering at the receiver as the main issue with backpressure

routing, and then proposes a delayed reordering algorithm at the destination for

keeping packet reordering to a minimum. Other proposals use the MAC layer

to perform such scheduling, such as in [25]. While using the MAC layer ties the

proposal to a particular technology (in [25] is used an IEEE 802.11-based wireless625

mesh network), we believe that avoiding reordering is more profitable than re-

ordering packets in later stages. Under this light, we proposed the BP-MR per-

flow variant. Furthermore, talking about backpressure-based algorithms, in [26]

it is shown that TCP experiences incompatibilities with backpressure strategies

that maintain per-flow queues, hence leading to unfairness between flows. In630
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contrast to this work, we analyze the performance of BP-MR, a distributed

and scalable backpressure-based routing protocol that maintains per-interface

queues, which does not require changes at the TCP layer.

The history of BP-MR started with BP [27], a self-organized backpressure

routing protocol that is a decentralized flavor of the original centralized back-635

pressure algorithm. For dealing with sparse networks, Backpressure for Sparse

Deployments (BS ) [28] included additional extensions to BP. In particular, BS

added a penalty function able to overcome dead ends in a scalable and decen-

tralized way. However, BS was designed to tackle sparse topologies where nodes

are equipped with a single backhaul radio and presented huge inefficiencies in640

multi-radio deployments (i.e. with multiple backhaul interfaces). To mitigate

such inefficiencies, we proposed in [3] BP-MR, used in this paper and detailed

for the sake of completeness in Section 2.

In our work, each routing node of a multi-hop path from the source to the

destination cooperates in sending information to its neighbor nodes. Under645

such cooperative view, we can compare BP-MR with other routing protocol

proposals. For instance, one of the most practical environment to evaluate

these proposals is a Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) deployment. In [29] is

presented a Distributed Adaptive Cooperative Routing (DACR) protocol, that

starts from a path created by Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) and650

then refined, hop by hop, by introducing delay and energy constraints gathered

through a reinforcement learning method. The main difference with our work

is that we use point-to-point links to model the wireless network, instead of the

point-to-multipoint typical of WSN. In point-to-multipoint scenario, the quality

of a link between two neighbors plays a crucial role in the routing decision, while655

that quality in our environment is fixed, and overtaken in importance by the

queuing delays (not analyzed in [29]).
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6. Conclusion

This paper extensively evaluates throughput, fairness, scalability, and la-

tency of different TCP congestion control algorithms (TCP New Reno, Cubic,660

Highspeed, Westwood, Hybla, Scalable, and Vegas) in the context of current

and future wireless mesh backhauls carrying LTE traffic. We analyzed fixed-

path and different backpressure-based routing strategies : OLSR, BP-MR per-

packet, and the BP-MR per-flow variant. Experiments conducted with ns-3

revealed some findings regardless of the backhaul topology under evaluation.665

First, simulations with delay-based TCP Vegas, being conservative, are inca-

pable of stressing the backhaul yielding into similar performance over the three

analyzed routing strategies.

Second, loss-based variants such as Cubic (which is used by default by the

Linux operating system) pose difficulties to the routing protocols, due to their670

aggressiveness, and then differences in the performance are clearly visible inde-

pendently from the variants themselves. With loss-based TCP, BP-MR per-flow

decisions offer the best flow performance, regardless of the TCP variant, despite

its higher round-trip-time irrespective of the backhaul topology under evalua-

tion.675

6.1. Lessons Learned

The evaluations presented let us state the following generic recommenda-

tions:

• Wireless backhaul deployments requires flexible routing protocols, in order

to evenly exploit backhaul redundant resources;680

• There is a trade-off between routing flexibility and TCP performance.

We have shown how per-packet routing decisions (highest degree of load

balancing for system efficiency) can be good for UDP traffic, but it ex-

periences the worst results for TCP traffic (with reliability and ordering

requirements);685
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• The per-flow protocol, being able to trade-off between even resource usage

and traffic patterns requirements, is the one getting the best results in

terms of throughput and fairness;

• The aforementioned results are generalizable to multiple topologies, span-

ning from current backhaul deployments of eNodeBs (e.g., Modena topol-690

ogy) to future dense SC mesh deployments;

6.2. Future Work: BP-MR per-burst

Future works include (but are not limited to) the investigation of another

variant of BP-MR, which takes decision on a per-burst basis, to have some

degree of flexibility (e.g., in case of long-lasting flows) without incurring in the695

reordering penalization typical of BP-MR per-packet, to be tested on different

topologies with different degree of randomness.
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